Faux Injun Hate Crimes
by Earl P. Holt III

The nigras do NOT have a monopoly on concocting fraudulent hate crime
allegations, but their leftist allies do: the left invented the entire industry
of hate crime hoaxes, and they have a vested political and financial
interest in seeing it perpetuated.
In late May of 2021, the world was shocked by the reported discovery
of several hundred bodies on the grounds of the Kamloops Residential
Indian School in Canada, run by the Catholic Church's Order of Mary
Immaculate from 1893 to 1969. The Jews' Media immediately jumped
to the conclusion that sadistic Catholic nuns had murdered or neglected
Indian children, and then engaged in a cover-up rivaling the scale of
Hunter Biden's laptop.
A young and very "woke" instructor in Anthropology at the University of
Fraser Valley named Sarah Beaulieu claimed to have used "groundpenetrating radar" to discover a mass grave consisting of 215 bodies on
the grounds of the school. She believes her calling in life is to "give voice
to...disenfranchised groups," and her "investigation" of this scandal at
Kamloops fit the bill.
The following day, the disinformation agents at the NEW YORK
TIMES attempted to pile-on this perceived tragedy and ran the
following Front Page article: “Horrible History: Mass Grave of
Indigenous Children Reported in Canada.” (As Rahm Emanuel advised
Obama and all other communists, never let a tragedy go unexploited.)
To put it charitably, Canada went nuts!

Canada's insipid Prime Minister -- Justin Trudeau -- agonized over what
he called a “dark and shameful chapter” in Canadian history and ordered
that all Canadian National Flags be flown at half-mast. The flag over
parliament in Ottawa was lowered for five months. Mr. Trudeau even
demanded that the Pope travel to Canada.
Canada Day was scrapped in 2021, and a new national holiday was
established to honor the victims at Kamloops. Henceforth, Canada will
celebrate Canada’s National Day for Truth and Reconciliation "to honor
the lost children and Survivors of residential schools.”
A mob defaced and tore down the statue of Queen Victoria in Winnipeg.
Queen Elizabeth II got the same treatment, and ditto for Canada's first
Prime Minister, John MacDonald. Dozens of churches were also burned
and many were vandalized.
Like most of the causes promoted by the left and their enablers, the
entire story was ONE GIGANTIC FRAUD. Like a voice in the wilderness,
it was exposed in an article appearing in the DORCHESTER REVIEW
titled "In Kamloops, Not One Body Has Been Found." It turns out that
all those soil disturbances that Sarah Beaulieu supposedly discovered
were tree roots, metal and soil disturbances from other causes.
It’s a matter of public record that some Indian students who attended
Kamloops did in fact die there. There are 51 student deaths recorded
from 1915 to 1964, most of whom died from TB or influenza. 24 are
buried in reservation cemeteries and four more in the Kamloops
Cemetery, where some teachers and staff are also buried. 23 are not
accounted for, but we know they are not where Sarah Beaulieu claimed
they are.
If anyone in the Jews' Media had made the effort, they would have found
that many graduates of the Kamloops School loved their experience

there and are grateful for the education they received. There are many
existing testimonials from Kamloops graduates who have nothing but
praise for the school. Moreover, most are bewildered by the way the
school has been mischaracterized and defamed.
Don't hold your breath waiting for a retraction or correction from the
communists at the NEW YORK TIMES. and other liars. The damage has
already been done, and it's unlikely that Canada can put the toothpaste
back in the tube.
As Jared Taylor of American Renaissance asked, "Will the New York
Times now run an article with the headline: 'Good News: Canadians Not
as Bad as We Thought'?"

